Saddam Hussein, much in the news recently, is the subject of the following palindromes by Ben Saferstein and Jeff Grant (note the latter uses all the letters of the alphabet).

O, Hosni Mubarak (cat tamer) - aha!
No, flee to me, Emir. Come! (Don't I, sir?)
A wan Ab, run a mad dash to me!
Hebrew snaps (I lisp) "Answer, behemoth Saddam!"
An urban ... A war is it? No demo-crime.
Emote, elf, on a harem:
"Attack Arab ... um ... in Soho!"

Mad dastardly disgowning
Islam in a war
Nag a placid Arab and
ogrish subman
Oil flows, sarcasm rapid,
Gas? No!
Will Allah's gas-tips bomb US?
Dig Iraq a rigid sub-mob's pit!
Sag?
Shall all I won sag,
dip arms?
A crass wolf-lion!
amBush, Sir! (god?)
Nab a radical pagan!
Raw animal sign in wogs' idyl
Drat Saddam!